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Outstanding
in its Field?
IS TRAKKA’S NEW JABIRU 4S THE VAN DESIGN BENCHMARK?
BÜRSTNER LYSEO IT745 I VW TOUAREG LAUNCH EDITION
TIFFIN BREEZE READER REPORT I FINKE RIVER ATV EXPERIENCE

TESTED: TRAKKA JABIRU 4S

STAR TRAKK
Boldly going where no three-pointed-star
Trakka has gone before...
by Richard Robertson
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I

t’s fair to say the majority of RV designs follow a well
worn path. After all, there are only so many ways you
can arrange things inside a box. Trakka has never
been afraid to challenge the status quo and while
some manufacturers churn out basically the same
products year-in and year-out, it has always sought
to innovate.
Trakka has two large van conversion model ranges:
Torino and Jabiru – with the first using Fiat’s popular
Ducato and the latter, Mercedes-Benz’s impressive
Sprinter. While Jabiru might be seen as Torino’s

big brother in both size and prices terms, in reality
they are quite different and each has its individual
appeal.
Jabiru is rear-wheel drive, has the option of fourwheel drive and of course carries the prestige of the
three-pointed star. This latest Jabiru celebrates the
release of the all-new Sprinter and Trakka has been
keen to make its conversion as cutting edge as the
Mercedes-Benz it’s built on. On that score, I’m happy
to report, they have admirably succeeded...

image: Trakka
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Around the Benz

T

he latest Sprinter is only the third generation of
this highly successful light commercial vehicle
(LCV). Generation one ran from 1995 to 2006 and
Gen II from 2006 to 2019, so you can see an all-new
Sprinter is something to get excited about.
Showcasing the latest in safety and technology, new
Sprinter is a technological tour-de-force. For both its
Jabiru 2S (two-seat/two-berth) and 4S (four-seat/
two berth) models, Trakka uses the 7.13-metre (23’
5") extra-long wheelbase 419 CDI Sprinter powered
by the top-spec 3.0-litre V6 turbo-diesel, which
produces 140 kW and 440 Nm. It’s a proven engine/
transmission package that doesn’t increase power or
torque over its predecessor, but does offer turbinelike smoothness and seamless power delivery. It’s
also quiet, but has a nice exhaust note when pushed
and doesn’t feel stressed.

Knowing which features are standard and which
have been added by Trakka is a bit tricky, but here’s
what’s on the new Jabiru: Front, side and window
airbags for both cab occupants, Attention Assist
that monitors you for fatigue and Active Brake
Assist, which monitors vehicles in front of you. It lets
you know if you’re too close and will even engage
emergency braking if necessary. Blind Spot Assist
Drive is to single rear wheels via a 7-speed
lets you know when a vehicle is coming up along
automatic, which will be the same on the eagerly
side on multi-lane roads, or overtaking; Crosswind
anticipated four-wheel drive version due out soon.
Assist helps keep things stable in gusty winds or
Those single rear wheels reduce the 419 Sprinter’s
when big trucks pass and Lane Keeping Assist tells
gross vehicle mass (GVM) to 4100 kg (dual-wheel
you when you’re straying close to lane markings.
models are 4490 kg), but with a tare weight of just
Of course traction control and anti-lock brakes are
3170 kg that still leaves a healthy 847 kg maximum
payload. Maximum braked towing capacity is 2000 kg. included, while the humble reversing camera is now
part of a 360-degree Parking Pack. It shows you the
big picture all ‘round in reverse and at up to 15 km/h
Mercedes-Benz has always been about safety and
going forward, after selecting drive from reverse.
technology, and the new Sprinter continues to
Automatic headlights, rain-sensing wipers and tyre
lead on both fronts. In fact it fairly bristles with
pressure monitoring are part of the package too. And
technology and sets new standards in LCV safety,
I’ve probably missed some...
both active and passive.
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Inside, push button start is standard. Gear selection
is via what could easily be mistaken for the indicator
stalk, on the right. In reality it’s simple and intuitive
to use: Drive is down, Reverse is up, Neutral’s in the
middle and Park is selected by pressing-in the end,
which automatically applies the handbrake. And no,
you can’t accidentally select reverse while driving,
although you can get Neutral.
Jabiru 4S features Mercedes’ new bells-and-whistles
MBUX multimedia system with 10.25-inch touch
screen, although the test vehicle had the smaller
7.5-inch unit. It’s super high resolution and features
everything from radio and music to vehicle systems
and navigation, plus it works with Apple Car Play and
Android Auto. It also works in concert (literally) with
the superb, leather-wrapped Multifunction Steering
Wheel, which is festooned with controls that require
some study but are actually easy to use. It’s also
worth noting both cab seats feature electric lumbar
adjustment and have a small under-thigh extension
piece for the longer legged.

image: Mercedes-Benz
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Driving Ambition

I

t has been my ambition to spend a few days behind
the wheel of a new Sprinter and so I was keen to hit
the road. The previous model was impressive and I
was expecting big things, but in reality new Sprinter
is more evolutionary than revolutionary. After all, it
has the same engine and gearbox as its predecessor,
so nothing has really changed there.
What has changed is the cab, which now feels
much more like a luxury European car. That’s largely
due to the beautiful new steering wheel, plus the
impressive MBUX multimedia system. Incidentally,
MBUX stands for Mercedes-Benz User Xperience and
the company claims it uses artificial intelligence to
learn your preferences. MBUX is also voice activated
by saying "Hey Mercedes", but we didn’t have much
luck with ‘her’ on the few times we tried. Some study
of commands and practice is recommended! On a
lighter note, Mrs iM and I discovered that just saying
Mercedes activated the system and so we called it,
"The M Word" when discussing the brand, vehicle or
whatever as we travelled.
On the road the new Sprinter continues to be a
delight, with panoramic visibility, great stability
and genuine driving ease. Interestingly, the overly
light steering I noted on another new Sprinter and

which I’ve read about in other reviews was absent
on the Jabiru. That leads me to think that a wrongly
calibrated power steering pump could be the culprit,
if not poor vehicle weight distribution.
The combination of the big V6 and its perfectly
matched seven-speed auto provided relaxed cruising
at posted speed limits. The cruise control/speed
limiter worked a treat, especially as it operated
downhill as well. Dialling down the speed via the
thumb button quickly slowed the vehicle and this
was all that was needed coming into towns, aided
by the digital readout of the selected speed setting
on the dash. Ditto accelerating when the speed limit
increased. Disappointingly, adaptive cruise control –
MB calls it Distrionic Plus – is extra, but it would be
the first option I’d tick.
The test Sprinter also had Continental’s excellent
ContiVanContact tyres, the same as fitted to
Project Polly. It was my first experience with them
in truly wet conditions – including crossing the
Blue Mountains in heavy rain and with snow on
the ground from Katoomba to Lithgow – and they
didn’t miss a beat. The Jabiru felt totally stable and
secure in atrocious conditions and I believe the tyres
significanlty contributed to that, and our safety.

image: Mercedes-Benz
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Back to the Future

A

new Sprinter was an excellent reason for Trakka
to sit back and reimagine the big van’s future.
Mrs iM summed it by saying it’s like stepping aboard
the Enterprise, and she wasn’t talking about the
aircraft carrier...
Gone is any woodgrain trim, lino flooring, heavy
tables and conventional light fittings. In their place
is a contemporary decor finished in ‘lime wash
concrete’, removable woven vinyl flooring, a new
super-light, thin and strong laminate for the tables
and kitchen bench top and touch operated and
dimmable LED strip lights seemingly everywhere.
Combined with Trakka’s signature silver/grey roller
shutter doors, stepping inside is like stepping into
the future – minus the Klingons – and that’s apart
from Jabiru’s special new features.
The most conventional thing about it is the floorplan,
which has a front lounge/dinette, mid kitchen and
bathroom, and a rear bedroom.
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Externally, Jabiru has pods on the rear side windows
to increase internal width to accomodate an eastwest bed. The big sliding side door is (optionally)
electrically operated and works in conjunction with
the step, which automatically extends and retracts
when the door is opened and closed. At the press of a
button you can open the door as much or little as you
like, which is great in wet or windy weather, and when
fully open a screen door can be slid across to keep
bugs outside. There’s another sliding insect screen
at the rear for when you have the barn doors open. It
insect-proofs the bedroom but leaves the substantial
under-bed boot open, making access easy.
The awning is also electric and can now be operated
with the side door open. It’s a new design that has
a full length LED strip light underneath and comes
with fold-out stays that replace the middle strut, for
added rigidity.
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Windows are flush-fitting and now there are
openable units in the rear doors. However, the
kitchen window needs to be shut so the side door
can open. I’ve seen a sliding window in this position
on other vehicles and think it would be a better
solution, but perhaps it’s not available in a size or
style to suit.
Externally, storage is limited to the big rear boot,
plus there are connections for 240-volt power in and
out, tank and mains water, and a hatch for toilet
cassette access. There’s no gas cylinder locker as the
Jabiru is LPG-free. Instead, the cooker, hot water and
internal heating are diesel-fired from the 92-litre fuel
tank. Speaking of capacities, fresh water is 140-litres,
grey water is 80-litres, hot water is 10-litres and the
cassette loo 16-litres. On the roof a 200-watt solar
panel feeds into the 200 amp-hour lithium house
battery, which is also charged from the vehicle and
via mains power when connected.
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In the boot, the lithium battery pack (left) and diesel-fired
hotwater/cooker/space heating unit are housed in slightly see-through boxes, making visual checks easy as well
as providing good access.
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The test Jabiru had the optional Alfresco pack, which
comprises the indoor/outdoor pivot fridge (more
on that later), external work bench with collapsible
hand basin, hot/cold wash-up and outdoor shower
facility, and an additional 100-watt solar panel. It’s
a A$5000 addition likely to prove popular at this
price point – the Jabiru 4S’ standard on-road cost is
$185,000 – as it rounds out the vehicle’s capabilities
and versatility.
Also on the test vehicle were metallic paint ($2600),
colour matched bumpers ($800), the electric side
door ($1800), 2000-watt inverter and induction
cooktop ($2900), alloy wheels ($1700) and a cellular
antenna and iPad holder in place of a conventional TV
(no charge). That priced the test vehicle at $199,800
drive-away. Distronic Plus adaptive cruise control
adds$1350 in case you’re wondering, while roof-top
airconditioning is another $3250. I think I’d swap the
metallic paint, bumpers and alloys for Distronic Plus
and airconditioning, and pocket the change.
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The optional induction cooker can be used inside or out
and works perfectly with the Alfresco Pack. The outdoor
shower can be positioned almost anywhere via a strong
magnetic base, providing extra versatility.
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Creature Features

C

reature comforts are what the new Jabiru is all
about and here are the highlights, starting at the
front.
The indoor/outdoor pivot fridge – part of the Alfresco
Pack – is an ingenious little drawer-style drinks
fridge that sits just above floor height at the forward
end of the kitchen cupboard unit. Its party trick is a
mechanism that, when unlocked, lets the fridge (and
drawer above) pivot to face one of three positions:
Forwards, Outside or Inside. Forwards is ideal if your
seated in the swivelled cab seats; Outside is the go
if you’re, well, outside, where it’s at just the right
height, and Inside it works as a small secondary
fridge for the chef. Very clever...
Equally clever is the slim 90-litre Dometic 12-volt
compressor fridge/freezer, which has a door you can
open from left or right. That means from the dinette
you would open it to the right, while from the kitchen
opening it to the left is easiest. Impressive stuff.
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Both the dining and flip-up coffee tables are made of a
new ultra-thin laminate that is super light yet very strong
and rigid. It allows the dining table to be stored in a wafer-thin slot between the dinette seat and wall, while its
leg clips neatly beneath the lift-up seat. What's in the
bag? The magnetic blinds for the cab, that’s what...
Still in the kitchen, the benchtop and as mentioned,
the main dining table and flip-up coffee table, are
made from a new, very lightweight and very thin
material called VittEr.
Finished in jet black and looking quite like
slate, it’s a compact laminate its manufacturer
claims is fully water resistant, highly scratch and
damage resistant, formaldehyde-free – making it
more environmentally friendly and safe for food
preparation – and requires no edging. Despite
being just a few millimetres thick it’s remarkably
strong and the large dining table showed no flex or
instability in use.
Trakka’s patented Switch Mode Bathroom, with its
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electrically retractable cassette toilet that hides
away beneath the vanity when not needed, has
been redesigned. The cubicle is longer and provides
more space when seated, while the wall is now
flat, giving more room in the aisle. The doorway
is bigger and there’s only the roller shutter door
track to step over, making access easier. Gone is
the shower curtain, but there’s a truly waterproof
toilet roll holder, although you now have to leave
your towel out on the edge of the bed until required.
The wooden duckboard has been replaced by one
made of VittEr laminate, and Trakka has retained its
signature water-activated bilge pump underneath to
actively suck water out rather than leave it to gravity.
Speaking of water, the tanks are now internal, which
not only keeps them warmer during cold weather
adventures, it keeps them out of harms way beneath
the vehicle. I also love the electric dump valve for the
grey water tank; no more fiddling around underneath
for a dirty handle – just connect the hose, press a
button and away it goes.
The east-west bed is in two halves, each having an
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end (on the driver’s side) that ratchets up sunbedstyle so you can find a comfy position to read, watch
TV or your iDevice, or enjoy a morning cup of tea. The
only downside is the bed is best suited to those less
than six feet tall.
Finally, you can choose between a conventional TV
and aerial or a cellular aerial and iDevice holder. The
latter works with a Telstra modem that becomes
a Wi-Fi hotspot so you can stream Netflix, Spotify or

Bed with a view! Not only do the bed backs tilt,
sunbed-style, there’s a pull-down screen to keep the
bedroom insect free. Note the winding handle, in
case the awning’s electric motor fails.
FaceTime family and friends. Of course, data usage isn’t
included, but the iDevice holder can be mounted in the
bedroom or dinette area, and I’m sure you can buy a
second one so you could watch personal favourites at
the same time at opposite ends of the vehicle.
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Living the Life

L

iving with the new Jabiru 4S is easy and will give
new owners quite a travelling life. We had just a
couple of days and so did our favourite loop over the
Blue Mountains to the Carcoar Dam Freecamp for our
first overnight, and then home via Cowra, Boorowa
and Goulburn. A great feature when pulling up for the
night was the inbuilt pitch and roll monitor in the
main electrical control panel, just above the kitchen
bench.
Given the Sprinter’s considerable 7.13-metre length
there’s quite a bit of room inside the new Jabiru 4S.
Although it can seat four it’s strictly a two-berth
motorhome, but given the extra passenger seats
have ISOFIX child seat anchor points, if you want to
take the grandkids away they’ll need a tent under the
awning. For two people, the Jabiru 4S divides neatly
into three parts: front living, middle cooking/bathing
and rear relaxing/sleeping. When Mrs iM is in the
kitchen I’m ‘Editor-non-gratis’ and so am confined to
the dinette to work and/or just keep out of her way.
Mrs iM also retires first, so having the dinette and
bed quite a ways apart is a good thing too, as is a
wide choice of dimmable LED strip lights.
The optional inverter meant we could have Nespresso
coffee on demand, while Mrs iM prefers the instant
and controllable heat of the induction cooker – which
can be used inside or out – over the diesel-fired
cooker.

The kitchen bench is huge, with plenty of space every Road
Chef will appreciate. Note how the optional induction cooker
can be used in its storage drawer – even while seated! Also
note the Telstra hot-spot modem and all system controls,
neatly grouped in an over-bench cupboard.
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What I Think

D

o you need to ask? Again I’ll likley be accused of
Trakka bias, but it’s difficult not to be impressed
by the new Jabiru 4S. The new Sprinter is a beauty
while the new interior raises the bar for Australian RV
design.
Despite the tragedy of loosing founders Sally and
Dave Berry so young and just a few years apart,
Trakka is in good hands and remains at the top of
its game. Backed by a solid team of family and longterm employees, the vision and innovation that has
been the company’s hallmark for more than 40 years
is continuing and the Jabiru 4S is a tribute to them
all. It’s also a damn good motorhome and one worthy
of investigation if you’re after a van conversion with
bells, whistles and a good dose of Star quality...
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SPECS
GENERAL
Make

Trakka

Model

Jaburi 4S

Type

Van Conversion

Berths

2

Approved Seating

4

Licence

Car

Pros...

Make/Model

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 419CDI

Engine

3.0-litre V6 turbo-diesel

Power

140 kW @ 3800

Torque

440 Nm @ 1400-2400 rpm

Transmission

7-speed automatic/rear-wheel drive

Safety

ABS, ESP, 6 air bags & more

Fuel

93 L

Innovation
Liveability
Quality
New Sprinter
Economy
Enjoyment
Warranty

VEHICLE

WEIGHTS
Tare Weight

3170 kg

Gross Vehicle Mass

4100 kg

Braked Towing Capacity

2000 kg

DIMENSIONS
Overall Length

7.13 m (23' 5")

Overall Width

2.10 m (6' 11")

Overall Height

2.75 m (9') (2.9 m with opt aircon)

Internal Height

1.92 m (6’ 4”)

Bed

1.90 m x 1.45 m (6' 3" x 4' 9”)

Cons...

Slide-Out

No

Awning

Eletctric

Entry Steps

Electric

Cooker

Webasto diesel-fired

Rangehood
Sink
Fridge
Microwave
Lighting
12 V Sockets/USB Outlets
Air Conditioner
Space Heater
Hot Water System
Toilet
Shower
CAPACITIES
Batteries
Solar
LPG
Fresh Water
Grey Water
Hot Water
Toilet
PRICE - Australia drive-away
New - from
As Tested
Warranty – Vehicle

No
Round stainless steel w folding tap
90 L Dometic compressor
Yes
12 V LED
Yes/Yes
Optional
Webasto diesel-fired
Webasto diesel-fired
Thetford cassette
Switch Mode Bathroom (wet)

Bed short for some
Fiddly cab curtains
Wet bathroom
Pricey

Warranty – Trakka

3 years/ Umlimited km

EQUIPMENT

Contact

Trakka

1 x 200 Ah Lithium
2 x 100 W (exat 1000 W with Alfresco Pack)
N/A
140 L
80 L
10 L
16 L (cassette)
A$185,000
A$199,800
3 years/Umlimited km
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9 Beaumont Road
Mt. Kuring-gai NSW 2080
T: 1800 TRAKKA (02 9472 9000)
E: trakka@trakka.com.au
W: trakka.com.au
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“Mrs iM (said) it’s like
stepping aboard the
Enterprise, and she
wasn’t talking about the
aircraft carrier...”
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“Dance like nobody’s
watching, even though
you know they are...”
						Anon
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